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Segmentation of genomic DNA through entropic divergence: Power laws and scaling
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Genomic DNA is fragmented into segments using the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Use of this criterion
results in the fragments beingentropically homogeneousto within a predefined level of statistical significance.
Application of this procedure is made to complete genomes of organisms from archaebacteria, eubacteria, and
eukaryotes. The distribution of fragment lengths in bacterial and primitive eukaryotic DNAs shows two distinct
regimes of power-law scaling. The characteristic length separating these two regimes appears to be an intrinsic
property of the sequence rather than a finite-size artifact, and is independent of the significance level used in
segmenting a given genome. Fragment length distributions obtained in the segmentation of the genomes of
more highly evolved eukaryotes do not have such distinct regimes of power-law behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the genomes of a number of organisms being co
pletely sequenced now, it has become possible to app
variety of mathematical and statistical tools to analyze D
sequences in order to study various features and underl
patterns. DNA, for the purpose of such analysis, is typica
considered as a symbolic string of lengthN bases, the base
being the nucleotides denotedA, T, G, and C. The se-
quences are very heterogenous, typically having amosaic
structure@1–4#. This is a consequence both of function—
different parts of the DNA have different biologica
actions—and history—different parts of a genomic DN
evolved at different times in different environments. Thus
base composition of DNA is nonuniform along the cha
with both biochemical and physical consequences; nu
otide densities and purine-pyrimidine (A or G and C or T)
ratio, etc., differ significantly in different portions of a DNA
sequence.

This mosaic organization has been the focus of a num
of studies that attempt to delineate the different functio
parts of a DNA sequence based on some physical or sta
cal measures. Through this process, generally termed ‘‘
mentation,’’ the aim is to find mutually distinctive portions o
the DNA, which are, however, homogenous with respect t
given criterion. A number of different criteria can therefo
be used to segment DNA@5–10#. For instance, the Shanno
entropy@11# appears useful both in describing the statisti
properties of DNA sequences and in having some correla
with biological aspects of the DNA. Thus some studies ha
used an entropic measure, theJensen-Shannondivergence
@5–8,12# as a quantitative criterion for segmentation, the
tention being to break a given DNA string into substrin
such that the intrasubstring entropic variation is small, wh
the intersubstring entropic variation is large.
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In the present paper we use the Jensen-Shannon ent
divergence@5,7# to fragment several entire genomes. O
motivation is to examine the properties of the segmenta
procedure, and to examine the statistical properties of
segments themselves. One feature that we wish to explo
whether the fragments obtained by entropic segmenta
have evidence of scale invariance; numerous example
similar processes appear to be scale invariant@13,14#. In-
deed, physical fragmentation also leads to a mass distr
tion, which may be fractal@15,16#.

A complementary direction that has been pursued ex
sively in understanding DNA organization is the examinati
of long-range correlations in sequences. A number of stud
have found evidence~with varying levels of certainty! for
long-range fractal correlations@1–5,17–27# although this is
both controversial, and in the end, apparently of questiona
biological significance@26–29#. Both noncoding and coding
sequences have been seen to give some evidence of po
law correlations@4,21#.

In the following section of this paper, we briefly describ
the segmentation procedure@5,7,8#, as well as the different
methods of analysis that we have employed. Section III c
tains the results for the segmentation of the five genom
studied here. These include species from the three kingd
commonly used to classify life on earth, namely, archaeb
teria, eubacteria, and eukaryota. In addition to the usual fo
letter alphabet usually used to treat DNA as a symbo
string, there are alternate encoding protocols, ranging fro
two-letter ~purine-pyrimidine code! to a 12-letter~frame po-
sition specific! alphabet. Results for the distributions usin
the 12-letter alphabet are also presented in Sec. III. The
per concludes with a discussion and summary in Sec. IV

II. SEGMENTATION PROCEDURE

The segmentation of a genomic sequence is accomplis
by the application of entropic measure, Jensen-Shannon
vergence@11#. Given two symbolic sequences built from a
alphabet ofk symbols, the Jensen-Shannon divergence

l-
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J~F (1),F (2)!5H~F!2
n(1)

N
H~F (1)!2

n(2)

N
H~F (2)! ~1!

is a measure of the compositional difference between th
Here n( i ) and F ( i )5$ f 1

( i ) , f 2
( i ) , . . . ,f k

( i )% i 51,2 are the
lengths and relative frequency vectors, respectively, of
two sequences. By concatenating the sequences to g
single sequence of lengthN5n(1)1n(2) with F the corre-
sponding frequency vector, the corresponding Shannon
tropy is

H~F!52(
i 51

k

f i log2 f i . ~2!

J may be generalized to study the divergence amongm se-
quences; the process of segmentation suggested in@5,7# cal-
culates the difference form52 sequences.

The procedure to segment a given sequence into hom
neous subsequences~domains or patches! is as follows. A
sequence of lengthN is partitioned into two subsequences
lengthsn(1) andn(2)5N2n(1), respectively, by varying the
partition, namely, all choices ofn(1) so as to maximize the
divergenceJ. This procedure is carried out recursively.

To determine whether the partitioning point that ma
mizesJ is statistically significant or not, two potential sub
segments are compared with those from random fluctuati
If Jmax is the maximum value ofJ among all possible cutting
points, the statistical significance of this maximum is det
mined by obtaining the probability of getting this value
less in a random sequence. The significance level is
defined as

FIG. 1. The patch length distributionf ( l ) of homogeneous seg
ments obtained by segmenting complete genome ofThermoplasma
acidophilum represented by four-symbol alphabetA,T,C,G of
bases, at 99%, 95%, 90%, and 85% levels of statistical significa
The genomic sequence has been segmented using a recursiv
mentation method as described in the text. Each distribution f
below has been separated by a decade for clarity.~bp denotes base
pairs.!
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smax~x!5Prob$Jmax<x%. ~3!

An approximate analytic expression for the probability d
tribution of Jmax has been found@7,8#,

smax~x!5@Fn„b2N ~ ln 2!x…#Neff, ~4!

whereFn is thex2 distribution function withn5(k21)(m
21) degrees of freedom,b is a scale factor largely indepen
dent of N and k and for eachk, Neff5a ln N1b (a,b are
constants!. The values ofa, b, and b are obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations by fitting the empirical distribution
to the above expression@7,8#.

A sequence is segmented at a preassignedsignificance
level s0 as follows. If smax, determined as discussed abov
exceedss0, the sequence is segmented at this point. T
procedure is continued recursively for each of the two res
ing segments. It is necessary to ensure that at each stag
resulting subsequences maintain their distinction~vis-a-vis
the Jensen-Shannon divergence! from their neighbors formed
at the previous segmentation steps. The process is termin
whenall segments thus obtained either havesmax<s0, or if a
possible partition will lead to segments that are not com
sitionally distinct from their neighbors.

III. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

The genomic DNA sequences studied here are represe
by the usual four-symbol alphabet$A,T,C,G% where
A,T,C,G represent the bases adenine, thymine, cytos
guanine respectively, and a 12-symbol alpha
$Ai ,Ti ,Ci ,Gi%, i 51,2,3, where the subscripts indicate th
positions of bases within a codon@8#. The representative
genomes taken from the GenBank@30# are Thermoplasma
acidophilum~archaebacteria, 1.56 Mbp!, Campylobacter je-
juni ~eubacteria, 1.64 Mbp!, Saccharomyces cerevisiaechro-
mosome IV ~eukaryota, 1.53 Mbp!, Arabidopsis thaliana
chromosome II~eukaryota, 1.5 Mbp! and human chromo-
some 22~eukaryota, 1.52 Mbp!, where bp means base pair
The chromosomes ofA. thalianaand human are very long
and incomplete; we take a long string of 1.5 Mbp, which

e.
seg-
m

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, for the bacteriumCampylobacter jejuni.
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completely specified for A. thaliana and a contig
(giu10880022ure f uNT_011522.1u) of human chromosome
22.

Segmentation, as discussed in the preceding section
carried out. In order to search for scaling laws in such
fragmentation, we observe the probability distribution
segments obtained for different genomes. We denote byn( l )
the number of segments of lengthl, and consider the distri
bution

F~ l !5 (
l 85 l

`

n~ l 8!'E
l 85 l

`

n~ l 8!dl8, ~5!

which corresponds to the number of segments with len
greater than or equal tol. If the distribution of lengths fol-
lows a power law, namely,n( l )} l 2a, F( l ) also follows a
power law, with exponent 12a.

Figures 1–4 showf ( l )5 l 21F( l ) for the above genome
using the four-symbol alphabet, segmented at four differ
significance levels~99%, 95%, 90%, and 85%!. Note that,
for k54 and m52, the number of degrees of freedomn
53, and from Monte Carlo simulation,a52.44, b5
26.15, andb50.79 @7#. The number of segments obtaine
at 99% significance level are 516 forT. acidophilum, 654 for
C. jejuni, 584 for S. cerevisiae, 1122 for A. thaliana, and
1360 for human chromosome 22 contig. At a given sign
cance level, a heterogeneous DNA sequence yields more
ments than a relatively homogeneous one@5,7#. As may be
expected, therefore, the human chromosome has larger n
ber of segments than a bacterial sequence of compar
length. Lowering the significance level increases the num
of segments obtained for an organism; similar trends
served as above for the five species can also be observ
other significance levels.

Patch length distributions in Figs. 1–3 show a charac
istic scale separating two clear regimes of power laws. T
scale is nearly constant from archaeal genome to early

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, forSaccharomyces cerevisiaechromosome
IV.
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karyotic and lies in the range of'1300–1500 bp. Thus
f ( l )} l 2a i, i 51,2, a1 is the exponent below the characte
istic scale anda2 above. The exponents are obtained from
fit to the data, anda1,a2. The values ofa1 and a2 from
Figs. 1–3 are given in Table I. The segment distributions
higher eukaryotes, for example,A. thalianaand human~see
Fig. 4! appear to be smooth and are conspicuous by the
sence of a characteristic scale.

This agrees with recent results obtained using the auto
relation function@31#. For prokaryotes and early eukaryote
the autocorrelation function usually presents a character
length scale~around a few kilobases! beyond which it essen
tially drops to zero, while for higher eukaryotes and esp
cially for human DNA, the autocorrelation function has
power-law behavior extending in some cases to more tha
decades, indicating the absence of a characteristic le
scale. This last result has been also obtained for human c
mosome 22 using mutual information@22#.

Distribution profiles for the genomes encoded in 1
symbol alphabet and segmented at 99%, 95%, and 90%
els of significance are shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~d!. For this
code, the number of degrees of freedom isn59 @7,8# and
a,b,b are 2.34,23.69,0.84, respectively. The distribution
show

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, forArabidopsis thalianachromosome II
and a human chromosome 22 contig.

TABLE I. The scaling exponentsa1 anda2 observed below and
above the characteristic scale that partitions the patch length d
bution into two power-law regimes for the genomes of three diff
ent representative organisms. The scaling exponents given c
spond to the genomic sequences coded ink54 symbol alphabet
and at four different significance levels as described in the text

99% 95% 90% 85%

Genome a1 a2 a1 a2 a1 a2 a1 a2

T. acidophilum 1.12 2.76 1.18 2.85 1.21 3.27 1.23 3.4
C. jejuni 1.1 2.81 1.18 3.1 1.24 3.1 1.28 3.2
S. cerevisiae 1.18 2.37 1.25 2.65 1.3 2.77 1.36 2.8
9-3
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FIG. 5. The patch length distributionf ( l ) as in Fig. 1 of five genomes, using a 12-symbol alphabet that takes into account both th
and the codon position$Ai ,Ti ,Ci ,Gi%, i 51,2,3 ~see text!. The segmentation has been done at 99%, 95%, and 90% levels of stat
significance.
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similar trends in bending profiles as for the four-symbol
phabet, though the characteristic scales now show dif
ences from archaea to early eukaryotes; see Figs. 5~a!–5~c!.
The characteristic scale forT. acidophilumand C. jejuni is
'800 bp and forS. cerevisiae'1100 bp. We find the two
scaling regimes to be most clearly distinguished at 99%
nificance level. Segmentation of a nucleotide sequence co
in 12-symbol alphabet delineates the coding and noncod
regions; we find these characteristic lengths almost the s
as the average size of coding segments of the respective
nomes. The power-law exponentsa1 and a2 are given in
Table II.

The characteristic length, which is observed as separa
the two regimes of the power-law behavior does not app
to be an artifact either of the statistical significance level
of finite size~length!. This is evident from our results show
for a wide range of significance levels in Figs. 1–3 and Fi
5~a!–5~c!. The scaling exponents on either side of the ch
acteristic length vary with the significance level used to s
ment a genome, but the length itself remains unchange
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higher significance level results in reduced segmentation
thus larger patch sizes, while a lower significance le
causes larger patches to segment further. Even when
three-fourths or half of the genome is used, two scaling
gimes result with the same characteristic length, as show
Fig. 6 for T. acidophilum~90% significance level!.

TABLE II. The scaling exponentsa1 and a2 observed below
and above the characteristic scale for the genomes of three diffe
representative organisms. The scaling exponents given corres
to the genomic sequences coded ink512 symbol alphabet and a
three different significance levels as described in the text.

99% 95% 90%

Genome a1 a2 a1 a2 a1 a2

T. acidophilum 1.09 4.12 1.15 4.28 1.19 4.4
C. jejuni 1.08 4.13 1.13 4.49 1.17 4.4
S. cerevisiae 1.22 3.81 1.26 3.88 1.31 4.14
9-4
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SEGMENTATION OF GENOMIC DNA THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051909
Note that the present sets of segment lengths of bact
and primitive eukaryotic genomes do not appear to foll
the lognormal distribution that arises in the Kolmogor
theory of physical fragmentation@15#. Shown in Fig. 7~a! are
data from fragmentingT. acidophilumat 90% significance
level ~recall that the patch lengthl is lognormally distributed
if ln l is normally distributed!. The corresponding distribution
of the human sequences superficially seems somewhat c
to the lognormal distribution@see Fig. 7~b!# although we
have found it possible to fit the distributions for human orA.
thaliana to the lognormal probability density function onl
over limited ranges. It has not been possible to fit the dis
butions to the lognormal form over the entire range usin
single set of fitting parameters.

FIG. 6. The patch length distributionf ( l ) of Thermoplasma
acidophilumusing four-symbol alphabet for half, three-fourth, a
whole genome size at 90% significance level.

FIG. 7. Distribution of the~natural! logarithm of the patch
lengths of~a! T. acidophilumand ~b! human at 90% significance
level.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Unraveling the history of a given genome is a compl
task, and one that needs a variety of different approac
Identification of the different structural features within th
DNA—the exons and introns, repetitive DNA, telomere
isochores, for instance, is one objective. However, the D
of any organism itself has a complicated evolutionary hist
with a variety of different selection pressures acting on it
different times. To uncover this aspect of DNA evolution,
may be essential to go beyond an analysis of the functio
parts of the DNA, and segmentation study, like the one p
sented in this paper, is one approach to understand the
nome organization.

The principle behind segmentation is simple: break u
complex object into its ‘‘constituent’’ parts, and thereby a
tempt to understand how the organization comes about in
first place.

This is the motivation, for instance, in studying the fra
mentation of physical objects—rocks or gypsum molds
different shapes, for instance. Distribution profiles of mas
of fragments so obtained have been seen to follow a pow
law behavior@16#. There is, however, a characteristic size
that the actual distribution of fragment massesm follows the
law am2b exp(2m/m0), wherem0 is the characteristic finite-
size cutoff mass, anda and b are constants. Belowm0 the
distribution is close to a power-law behavior with expone
b. Physical fragmentation is dictated by the breaking
strong bonds between molecules that determine the struc
and tensile strengths of solids; the mass distribution follo
a power law for the entire range of masses~minus the cut-
off!. Such fragments are held together in a solid by the sa
type of adhesion so that a smaller fragment breaks in a s
lar manner as a larger one.

DNA sequences are heterogeneous at various level
description and thus the fragmentation of DNA into entro
cally homogeneous segments is, in principle, very differe
We have studied the segment length distributions for the
nomic DNAs of representative organisms spanning the th
classified kingdoms. The segments that a given sequen
divided into are such that within a given domain, the co
position is uniform~in terms of the Shannon entropy!; thus
these domains could reflect the evolution of a given geno
Based on this premise, one would expect that an organ
further along the evolutionary tree will have a more comp
genomic organization.

This is borne out in our studies: for bacterial genomes,
domains appear to have a power-law distribution with e
dence of two separate regimes of scaling behavior. Altho
we have analyzed all available complete genomes of arc
bacteria and eubacteria, only representative data have
presented here and compared with chromosome wide
for three eukaryotes~again, not all the examples analyzed a
presented here!. Our results, which are consistent across
kingdoms, show two regimes of power-law scaling in t
bacterial genomes as well as primitive eukaryotes like ye
Application of the segmentation algorithm to other bacter
genomes shows similar features, displaying the general f
tal organization of nucleotides that make up such genom
9-5
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This is in contrast to the segment length distribution
highly evolved eukaryotes, such as human or plant; here
distribution shows a smooth transition across the entire ra
of segment lengths, thus lacking distinct characteristic sca
The nucleotide composition of higher eukaryotes is v
complex; this is attributed to the abundance of noncod
sequences or introns in DNA sequences of such organis
Of as yet undetermined function, noncoding DNA may w
be crucial vis-a-vis evolution. Such regions are more pro
to alteration by different evolutionary processes, e.g., du
cation, mutation, insertion, deletion, etc. For example, c
tain repetitive elements~closely related to such processe!
have been recently identified as responsible for the lo
F.

n-

.

G.

ys

.
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range correlations observed in human DNA@22#. The frag-
ments resulting from the segmentation algorithm carry
imprint of these different processes and it may be anticipa
that the scaling features would be more complex than
bacterial sequences.
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